
The Aurea Innovation Enablement Program paves the way to successful digital 
transformation with a phased approach to peak deployment health and  
eventual cloud migration. Designed to run on your timeline, the Innovation 
Enablement Program provides the resources and support you need to run the 
latest technology while maximizing stability, maintaining critical functionality, 
and minimizing business disruption. 

Start Your Journey to a NextGen Experience
For many organizations, the move to cloud can seem like the classic choice 
between a rock and a hard place. It’s currently difficult and expensive to keep 
legacy deployments up-to-date with the latest innovations. But while cloud 
promises affordable, hassle-free upgrades, getting there can require significant 
cost, complexity, and functional trade-offs. 

The Innovation Enablement Program solves these challenges with a three-phase 
approach that advances current deployments and accelerates the move to cloud.

PHASE 1  
Managed upgrades that allow you to take advantage of new capabilities, improved 
performance, and offerings like Extension Packs and Unlimited Packs

PHASE 2   
Premium services that deliver sustainable technical success while preparing your 
platform for cloud readiness

PHASE 3   
Comprehensive services that accelerate your journey to cloud without business 
disruption, delivering business value today and an innovation path for tomorrow

INNOVATION ENABLEMENT PROGRAM

Unlock Innovation and Optimize Your Deployment 

WITH THE INNOVATION 
ENABLEMENT PROGRAM,  
YOU CAN:

 § Ensure you’re running the latest 
technology

 § Optimize deployment health

 § Always be “upgrade ready”

 § Maximize stability and innovation

 § Migrate to the cloud without giving up 
critical functionality

aurea.com
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THE THREE-PHASE APPROACH 
TO CLOUD-READINESS
Each Innovation Enablement Program 
engagement begins with a Program 
Assessment, a comprehensive  
review of your customizations, use 
cases, and integrations. Together, 
we create a prioritized action plan 
including value realization and program 
recommendations. The program is 
priced annually and includes sequential 
execution of all three phases. 

Why Activate Your Innovation  
Enablement Program?
Running the latest technology comes with a long list of benefits. Up-to-date  
users report much higher levels of technical success, greater user happiness,  
and improved ROI on their software investment. With an optimized  
deployment, you can finally take advantage of all the innovation generated  
by your maintenance dollars. 

This comprehensive, cost-effective change program will: 

 § Maximize your stability and innovation 

 § Resolve broken or problematic custom code that causes performance and  
technical issues

 § Unlock new capabilities and innovation

 § Eliminate operational risk, security, and loss of functionality associated with a  
move to cloud

 § Equip you with trusted and skilled resources to migrate to the cloud 

 
The future of software innovation is in the cloud. With the Aurea Innovation 
Enablement Program, you can get there faster, more efficiently, with fewer 
roadblocks and greater success.

Ready to get started?
Contact your Account Executive to learn more about accelerating your move to cloud 
with the Innovation Enablement Program. 

Get in Touch  

PHASE 1
 § Release planning and process 

improvements
 § Managed upgrades
 § QA of updated environment (technical 

and use cases)
 § Performance benchmarking 

PHASE 2
 § Custom code onboarding
 § Custom code elimination
 § Custom code maintenance
 § Integrations maintenance
 § QA/verification of changes 
 § Alignment to cloud API framework 

PHASE 3 
Pre-migration:
 § Cloud migration blockers assessment 

and resolution assistance
 § Cloud rollout planning
 § Use case configuration review
 § New use case/capability evaluation
 § Migration of data, integrations, and 

extensions
 § Cloud-ready customizations
 § Cloud-ready theme

Post-migration: 
 § QA/validations
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